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YouTube Video 

https://youtu.be/hUFsJkHi9PY  

 

 

Pattern Weight 
Knit Version 
A                            Design 
By Chantelle Hills 

 

Yarn 

Approx. 10g of 4 ply sock weight yarn 
 

Needles 

2.75mm circular at least 80cm or Double Pointed. 
 

Notions 

Approx 50g of fill, eg, poly pellets or rice. 

Removable or lockable stitch marker 

Needle for weaving in ends. 
 

Weight in the picture uses Sunflower Sock Yarn hand 

dyed at Fiberific! And is approx. 60g, 6cm across the 

base and 6cm tall. (not including handle) 

Abbreviations 

 

k:  Knit 

kfb: Knit through the front and back loop of a 

stitch 

K2tog knit 2 stitches together (decrease) 

 

Instructions  

 

Cast on 6 stitches using a cable cast on 

Using the magic loop method join in the round, careful 

as not to twist any stitches. 

1. Kfb of each stitch around  (12) 

2. Kfb k1, around    (18) 

3. Kfb k2, around    (24) 

4. Kfb k3, around    (30) 

5. Kfb k4, around    (36) 

6. Kfb k5, around    (42) 

7. Kfb k6, around    (48) 

8. Kfb k7, around    (54) 

9. Kfb k8, around    (60) 

10. Kfb k9, around    (66) 

10-12 Knit around 

13.  K2tog k9, around   (60) 

14-15 Knit around 

16.   K2tog k8, around   (54) 

17-18 Knit around 

19. K2tog k7, around   (48) 

20. Knit 

21. K2tog k6, around   (42) 

22. Knit 

23. K2tog k5, around   (36) 

24. Knit 

25. K2tog k4, around   (30) 

26. Knit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27. K2tog k3, around   (24) 

28. Knit 

29. K2tog k2, around   (18) 

30. Knit 

31. K2tog k1, around   (12) 

32. Knit 

33. K2tog, around    (6) 

34. Knit 

 

Cut off a 10cm tail (15cm if you want to crochet chain 

a handle).  Weave tail through the 6 stitches and take 

them off the needles, using a funnel, fill your pouch 

with rice or poly pellets. Once filled, full the tail tight, 

and weave in the ends… or crochet chain a little handle 

as in the video. 

 

https://youtu.be/hUFsJkHi9PY
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YouTube Video (for Knitted version as at 21.02.2017) 

https://youtu.be/hUFsJkHi9PY  

 

 

Pattern Weight 
Crochet Version 
A                            Design 
By Chantelle Hills 

 

Yarn 

Approx. 10g of 4 ply sock weight yarn 
 

Hook 

3.50mm (E) Hook. 
 

Notions 

Approx 50g of fill, eg, poly pellets or rice. 

Removable or lockable stitch marker 

Needle for weaving in ends. 
 

Weight in the picture uses Sunflower Sock Yarn hand 

dyed at Fiberific! And is approx. 60g, 6cm across the 

base and 6cm tall. (not including handle)

Abbreviations 

 

ch:  Chain 

sl st :  Slip Stitch 

d  Double Crochet (Single crochet in USA terminology)  

dc2tog:  Double crochet 2 stitches together, Insert hook in the first stitch, yarn over, draw up a loop, insert the hook  

into the next stich, you draw up a loop, yarn over draw yarn through all three loops on the hook 

Instructions  

 

Into a magic loop 6sc 

 

1. 2dc in each stitch   (12) 

2. 2dc in one stitch, 1 dc around  (18) 

3. 2dc in one stitch, 2 dc around  (24) 

4. 2dc in one stitch, 3 dc around  (30) 

5. 2dc in one stitch, 4 dc around  (36) 

6. 2dc in one stitch, 5 dc around  (42) 

7. 2dc in one stitch, 6 dc around  (48) 

8-10. dc in each stitch around   (48) 

11. dc2tog, 6dc, around   (42) 

12-13. dc around 

14. dc2tog, 5dc, around   (36) 

15-16. dc around 

17. dc2tog, 4dc, around   (30) 

18. dc around 

19. dc2tog, 3dc, around   (24) 

20. dc around 

21. dc2tog, 2dc, around   (18) 

22. dc around 

21. dc2tog, 1dc, around   (12) 

 

 

22. dc around 

21. dc2tog, around    (6) 

22. dc around 

 

 

 

 

Cut off a 10cm tail (15cm if you want to crochet chain 

a handle).  End off 

Weave tail through the 6 stitches, using a funnel, fill 

your pouch with rice or poly pellets. Once filled, full 

the tail tight, and weave in the ends… or crochet chain 

a little handle as in the video.  
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